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All secret seashell locations switch

Enlarge This is this Secret Seashell Guide for The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening (Remake) on nintendo switch. Read on to see all the locations on the Seashell Secret Card as well as rewards for getting Seashells Secret! Secret shells are collectibles that can be exchanged for gifts inside Seashell Mansion. There are a total of 50 Secret Shells hidden
all around the island of Koholint. They are found in chests of sheath, under rocks, behind tall grass, dug in dirt, and sometimes even underwater. In addition, some trees will drop them when you rush into them with the Pegasus boots. Seashell Mansion is located just southeast of Kanelet Castle, and can be reached after aquiring the Cave bottle power
bracelet. Without the bracelet, you will be unable to list and move the rocks that block the path to ukuku Prairie, where the mansion is located. Enlarge Exchangeing Secret Seashells in the Seashell Mansion will give you the following rewards: The exchange of 5 Secret Shells rewards you with a piece of heart. The exchange of 15 secret Seashells rewards
you with a Seashell sensor. The exchange of 30 secret Seashells rewards you with a chamber stone. The exchange of 40 secret Seashells rewards you with the Koholint sword. Swapping 50 Secret Seashells rewards you with a room dungeon modifier. Opinions on an article or post go here. Our explanation for the search for these well-hidden collectibles -
and what to do with them. Zelda: Link's Awakening Secret Seashells are collectibles that you can locate in the island of Koholint.These are found in all sorts of places - such as flipping straight rocks, digging into the ground with the shovel, or finding secret chests. There's a huge 50 to find, and you'll need just about every key element in the game to locate
them all. And although they don't have immediate use unlike say Heart Piece locations, there are a series of rewards to receive at the Seashell Mansion for your efforts. All Seashell Secret locations are as follows: If you are looking for more help, our Zelda: Link's Awakening step-by-step procedure can help. This content is hosted on an external platform,
which only displays it if you accept targeting cookies. Please turn on the cookie view. Secret shells can be taken to seashell Mansion, located south of Kanalet Castle, east of Ukuku Prarie. At certain shell counts, you will receive various rewards. In order, these are: Cut the bushes just north of the Trendy Game hut to find a Secret Seashell location among
With the shovel, enter the right half of the BowWow owner's house and dig into the bottom right corner. Two can be found playing the game in fashion. If they don't appear, keep winning prizes and filling dungeons until he does. Two can be found playing the fishing game. If they do not appear, continue to progress through the dungeons and landing larger
and more unusual fish until Do. Once you have bombs in your possession, return to the tail cave dungeon and bomb the cracked wall on the left side of the long centerpiece. Inside is a chest with a Secret Seashell location. Using the shovel, dig to the left of where you found the location of the sword on the beach for a Secret Seashell. When you have the
Pegasus Boots, rush into the standalone tree to the left of the tail Cave dungeon entrance for a Shell. When you have the Pegasus boots, head to the bottom left corner, where there are four trees on an upper ledge. Go into the lower right tree for a shell. Using the shovel, dig at the border between the mysterious forest and the Goponga marsh to find a shell
buried in the ground. Using the shovel, dig in the middle of the patch of blue flowers to find a Secret Shell. Once you have the Gauntlet Power, lift the rock south of the mysterious forest to find a chest with a Secret Seashell inside. Before arriving at the Goponga marsh proper, go into the area just above the telephone hut. You can dig right with the shovel for
a shell. When you have the Power Gauntlet from the second Grotto bottle dungeon, lift one of the rocks next to the panel in the upper left corner, north of the cave where you rescued BowWow. There is a heart piece if you play through enough Dampe chamber dungeon tests. Don't forget to unlock more tests, continue to complete the dungeons. Using the
shovel, dig just below and to the right of the stairs leading to the pink ghost grave for a shell. On the right side of this haunted place, use the shovel to find a shell. When you have pegasus boots, run into the tree next to the phone hut to the west to drop a shell. Go right from the ukuku prairie warp point until you get to a giant cracked skull blocking your way.
Bomb it and then use the shovel underneath to find a shell. In the passage between Richard's house and the pothole field, you can open a chest with a shell inside. Above the entrance to the key cave is a set of steps and an elevated area with two enemies. With the shovel, dig between the grass patches in the upper left corner for a shell. Once you have the
Flippers, head to the water next to the key cavern entrance, and swim up to the North Island. Cut the bush for a shell. To the south of Kanalet Castle is a maze of round rocks. If you lift a rock halfway to the right, you will receive a shell. South of Kanalet Castle is Maze of round rocks and a cave entrance that is technically in Martha's Bay. Head inside,
bombard the cracked left wall and head through the cave until you emerge outside on a clifftop with a stone owl. Dig left and down the stone owl with the shovel for a shell. In the north of Ukuku Pairie is Kanalet Castle. Once you have the Hookshot, you can progress past the potholes to the left of the entrance to reach a descending staircase. Daughter. is a
chest with a shell. In the north of Ukuku Pairie is Kanalet Castle. Once you have the Hookshot, you can progress beyond the potholes to the left to get into the moat. With the Flippers, swim to the northwest corner to find a waterfall and a location engulfed by Seashell. To the east of Kanalet Castle is the Seashell Mansion. Cut the bushes on the right for a
shell. Once you have the Gauntlet Power, you can enter on the left side of Martha's Bay, a place found at the end of Toronbo Shores. There is a cabin, with a Secret Seashell inside one of the pots on the right. (This is the same thing you need to visit as part of the Pink Ghost Quest.) Just to the right of the phonehouse in south Martha's Bay is a corner with
grass and a bush. Cut the bush for a Seashell location. South of the telephone shack in south Martha's Bay, you can swim to an island. Cut the bush for a Seashell location. To the northeast of where you will find the mermaid statue (directly east of La Maw de Catfish) is a stone owl. Use the shovel to dig left for a Seashell location. Go so far as to give Mr.
Write the letter in the negotiation sequence, then talk to Christine back in Animal Village. She'll give you a Secret Seashell. Once you have completed the trading sequence and acquired the magnifying glass lens, enter the seemingly empty house in the upper right corner to find that you can now see a Zora, which will give you a Secret Seashell. At the top
right of the Yarna Desert is a stone owl. Go directly south, and into the dead end of the cactus formation, dig with the shovel to find a shell. Head to the southeast corner of the desert, where you can access a high passage that results in a dead end. Move the rocks here to a Seashell location. Once you have used Marin to awaken the walrus and access the
Yarna Desert, return to the same place after learning Ofer's Wind Fish Ballad on the Ocarina. Play it here to receive a secret Seashell from Morse. When you explore the ancient ruins, you can move against some statues to bring them to life. Do this with some in a closed area in the north - you have to work your way through the clockwise ruins to reach - to
reveal a secret staircase. Inside is a cave with a chest and a Secret Shell. North of the ancient ruins is a maze of rock that you have to navigate the path of the sanctuary facing in the upper left. Instead, make your way the top right of the maze, where there is a self-contained rock in the corner. Move it to find a shell. When you have activated the warp point by
where you used the key to open the way to the Angler tunnel, throw a bomb inside the pit on the right to receive a shell in return. In the fast mini-game, reach the right-most island (use the Hookshot to help position the raft where you need it!) and use the shovel in the top right corner to for a Seashell.If you score a fast time (about 30 seconds) during the mini-
game 'Rapids Race', you will win a secret Seashell for your troubles. Be sure to use the hook to grip from one branch to another to increase your time. Exploring the Sanctuary facing, you will encounter a room with two chess rooms and a staircase leading. Take them to appear on the world - especially, in the middle of the rapids of the river. Open your chest
here for a shell. Our Zelda: Link's Awakening guide can help you with the critical path, including Eagle Tower and Turtle Rock dungeons. There's a lot to do on the side, too - including Zelda Link Awakening Heart Pieces, Zelda's Secret Seashells and the Zelda Link Revival Trading Sequence. Finally, there is also the new Zelda Chamber Dungeons feature to
unlock and complete. Once you have the Flippers, go right to where you originally fell to access the fisherman's tunnel dungeon. You can now wade through a deeper stretch of water, where there is a shell sunk inside. Once you have the Flippers, go right from where you originally fell to access the corner tunnel dungeon and wade into the deep waters to
find a cave entrance. Bomb through the cracked wall halfway through this passage, and take it up and then south past the room filled with rocks and chests until you are outside again. There's a chest with a shell inside on that cliff. Exploring the Eagle Tower dungeon, you will fight a Hinox in the southwest corner of the second floor. Once finished, descend
one of the most left-hand holes and fall onto the outside edge of the floor below. Go north of this outer edge to find a chest with a shell. Head to the Henhouse Keeper's Cabin in the middle of the mountain range, and cross the bridge. The road is then blocked by three rocks. Move them all to find a shell. Head to the Henhouse Keeper's Cabin in the middle of
the mountain range, and go left to a bridge. Before you cross it, you will see a pothole just below you. Throw a bomb in there to get a shell in return. If you continue to miss your throws, try to stay as far away as possible. Crossing the Tal Tal mountain range west towards Turtle Rock, you'll encounter a section where there are bouncing rocks as you climb. At
the top of here is a series of rocks. Lift the right the most for a shell. In the middle of the tal Tal west mountain range point (it's under the rock after the fire cave you use the mirror shield so and the telephone shack, use the shovel in the corner to reveal a shell. That's all secret Seashell sites do! Nice work! Work! Work!
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